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DIVISIONS OF SPACE BY PARALLELS

BY

G. L. ALEXANDERSON AND JOHN E. WETZEL

Abstract. An arrangement of hyperplanes in E'' is a "plaid" provided its hyper-

planes form no multiple flats of intersection and lie in parallel families that are in

general position. We develop some geometrically natural formulas for the number of

r-faces that are formed by such an arrangement.

1. Introduction. An arrangement of n hyperplanes in Ed that lie in s > d parallel

families is a "plaid" provided it forms no multiple flats of intersection and its 5

parallel families are in general position. The notion is due to J. Steiner, who in 1826,

in his third published paper [8], found elegant formulas involving the elementary

symmetric functions for the number of cells, bounded or unrestricted, that are

formed by plaids in E2 and E3. T. Zaslavsky [9] has given analogous general

formulas for the number of faces of each dimension that are formed by a plaid in E d.

The Steiner-Zaslavsky formulas and other preliminaries are presented in §2.

A plaid with prescribed parallel structure can be generated by displacing n — s

hyperplanes in a generic arrangement of n hyperplanes or by inserting n — s

parallels into a generic arrangement of s hyperplanes so as to create the desired

parallel families. Each point of view suggests formulas for the number of r-faces that

are formed by the plaid.

The former leads to formulas that enumerate the r-faces in terms of the loss from

general position. These "decrement" formulas, which we develop in §3, are readily

deduced from the Steiner-Zaslavsky formulas with the help of the general addition

formula for the binomial coefficients.

The latter point of view leads to formulas that enumerate the r-faces in terms of

the gain from general position. In §6, after two sections of geometric preliminaries,

we present a direct, geometric derivation of these "increment" formulas that spells

out the geometric meaning of each term. An ex post facto algebraic reduction of

these formulas to the Steiner-Zaslavsky formulas is also given, in §7.

§8 contains an algebraic proof of a different, unpublished face-count formula due

to Zaslavsky that is somewhat similar to the increment formula but has quite

different geometric roots.
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Finally, we want to express our gratitude to Thomas Zaslavsky, whose insightful

suggestions contributed significantly to the paper.

2. Plaids in Ed. We begin by recalling some definitions and results about

arrangements in Euclidean J-space Ed, with d ^ 1. As general references for this

material, see Griinbaum [5], McMullen and Shephard [6], and Zaslavsky [10].

A Euclidean J-arrangement cf, i.e., a finite set of hyperplanes in Ed, is nondegener-

ate if some d of its hyperplanes have a point as their intersection. This condition

means that $ is truly J-dimensional in the sense that it does not have constant

cross-section. Unless the contrary is explicitly indicated, we always assume that the

arrangements under consideration are nondegenerate, so that in particular, n = \S\

> d.

An arrangement $ is (Euclidean-) simple if for each k with 0 < k < d — 2, no

more than the obligatory d - k hyperplanes of S pass through any /c-flat. A simple

arrangement has no multiple flats, but flats of various dimensions may be parallel

(i.e., disjoint). If there are no such parallelisms, that is, if \~\3^) # 0 for every

collection Jf c $ with 2 < |Jf | < d, then the simple arrangement S is said to be

generic, or in general position. In what follows, we denote a generic arrangement of n

hyperplanes in E^by (Sd(n).

The n = \S\ hyperplanes of the J-arrangement £ fall into s > d parallel families <nx,

7r2,... ,tts having nx, n2,...,ns hyperplanes, respectively; we permit n, = 1 to accom-

modate hyperplanes having no parallel partners. We call the s-vector n =

(nx, n 2,...,«j) the Steiner data of £. A frame of <? is a set of .S hyperplanes of 6?, one

from each parallel family. A plaid in E d is a simple J-arrangement that has a generic

frame.

Formulas for the number fr(&>d(n)) of r-faces formed by a plaid &>d(n) with

Steiner data n were given by Steiner [8] (for r = d = 2, 3), Zaslavsky [9], and

Alexanderson and Wetzel [2], as follows. For eachj with 0 </ < s, let a- = (^(n) be

they'th elementary symmetric function on the variables nx,n2,...,ns.

Theorem 1. For each r with 0 < r < d, a plaid &d(n) with Steiner data n partitions

E d into

a) /,(*'«)- i (/,)"»
j=d-Aa      r>

r-faces, of which

(2) //(0"(n))-    L   (-D'~'(/rW»)

are bounded.

As in (1) and (2), it frequently happens that a formula for ff(S) can be obtained

from that for/r(<^) by simply alternating the signs. (For an example to the contrary,

see Theorem 8 of Alexanderson and Wetzel [1].) We take advantage of this

symmetry and combine (1) and (2) into a single formula (3) by introducing neutral

notation and language as follows. We write cpr for // or/r and take tj equal to -1 or

+ 1 in the bounded or unrestricted cases, respectively, and in the former case we
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construe "r-face" to mean "bounded r-face." In this language, the formulas of

Theorem 1 say that a plaid 0>d(yt) forms

(3) <Pr(&"(n))=    t   W /    )a»
/ = cj-r       \d-rj

r-faces. We shall employ this language, where appropriate, throughout.

Formula (3) specializes to formulas given by Buck [3], Zaslavsky [10], and many

others for generic ^-arrangements.

Corollary 2. For each r with 0 < r < d, a generic arrangement <§d(n) of n

hyperplanes partitions E d into

(4) »(^-))-X^/r)(J)(-M^(""*+r)
r-faces.

The second sum arises from the first by refactoring the trinomial coefficient

in-jd-r)- I* *s WOfth noting that in the bounded case the second sum has a simple

closed form (see Gould [4, formula 1.5]):

(5) //(^(»))-(rf"l.)("-<'Jr-1).

It will be convenient to abbreviate tpr(<gd(n)) to G?(n) and to take G?(n) = 0 when

the condition 0 < r < d fails to hold. Note that formula (4) is also correct for d = 0

provided we take G°(n) = 1.

For the purpose of illustration we consider one special case, which we carry

throughout. We call a plaid &>d(n) skew provided nx = m > 1 and «, = 1 for

2 < /' < s. We denote such a plaid by Sr°d(m). Evidently n = s + m - 1 and

„»-(». -d(;: {)+(;),

and (3) and (4) give the increment formula

(6) <pr(yd(m)) = G?(s)+(m-l)   £   1^(rf{ ,)(*• I })•

In the bounded case the sum can be given in closed form (as in the argument for

(5)), and we find the formula

/,v>V))-//(»'(*))

^-4/-rt-d,-\-M/--rU){'-d+r'-%

3. Decrement formulas. A plaid &>d(n) can be generated by deforming an arrange-

ment (Sd(n) so as to create the required parallel families. We can find formulas for

the number of r-faces in terms of the loss from general position by combining

formulas (3) and (4) with the general addition formula for the binomial coefficients.
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We begin by recalling the addition formula (cf. Alexanderson and Wetzel [1]). If

5 > 1 and if nx,n2,...,ns are nonnegative integers whose sum is n, then

where the sum is over all ordered s-tuples (mx, m2,.. .,ms) of nonnegative integers

whose sum is j. Because the sum over those ordered ^-tuples whose entries are only

zeros and ones is precisely o, formula (7) can be rewritten in the form

<8> °H,")-TnC;).
where the sum is over all ordered ^-tuples (mx, m2,.. .,ms) of nonnegative integers

whose sum is j except those whose entries are exclusively zeros and/or ones. The

formula sought is an immediate consequence of substituting (8) into (3) and using

(4).

Theorem 3 (Decrement formula). For each r with 0 < r < d, aplaid5Pd(x\) with

Steiner data n partitions E d into

o)       *(*'(■))-<?(»)- i *-J(dLr)zmfi(Z)
r-faces.

The interesting question of which r-faces are counted by each separate term in the

decrement seems difficult.

For a skew plaidyd(m),

rpj(„\) •■•(:> £(?)(;:;),
and (9) becomes

^(^(«))-^+«-i)-J_/^(/Jf2(r)(;:i).
4. Close hyperplanes. In our scrutiny of the anatomy of a plaid we shall need to

know in detail what happens when a new hyperplane is inserted into an arrangement

close to one of the hyperplanes of that arrangement. We develop the appropriate

geometric preliminaries in this section.

Suppose that cf is an arbitrary (nondegenerate) Euclidean J-arrangment of \S\ = n

> d hyperplanes, and let U be any r-flat in E d, 0 < r < d. Regarding U as an Er,

we call

£\U = {hn U:h ecf,dim(h nL') = r-l)

the r-arrangement induced in U by cf.

Lemma 4. The induced arrangement S\U is nondegenerate.

Proof. Let Jf be a subset of Sso that \Jf?\ = d and (\3^) is a point that, without

loss of generality, we take to be the origin. Let Lr0 be a translate of U that goes

through the origin. It follows from the modular law that dim(Lo n h) is either r or
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r — 1 for each h in Jf. In the former case U and h are parallel (i.e., either U c h or

L' n h = 0), while in the latter case U n /i is a hyperplane of <?|Lr. There are at

most d — r hyperplanes of the former kind, because the r-flat Lr0 lies in their

intersection. Consequently there are at least r hyperplanes of the latter kind. Let Jf

be a set of exactly r such hyperplanes. Then fl( Jf) is a (d — r)-flat that meets U in

a point. Hence cf \ U is nondegenerate.

We resume our standing assumption that arrangements are to be nondegenerate.

A hyperplane h 0 in an arrangement £ is simple if for each r, 0 < r < d - 2, each

r-flat of e^that lies in it is simple, i.e., is the intersection of exactly d — r hyperplanes

of «? (including h0). Note that an arrangement is simple precisely when each of its

hyperplanes is simple. The crucial property possessed by a simple hyperplane is that

each r-face of cf that lies in it is the common face of exactly two (r + l)-faces of cf

that do not lie in it. It will simplify the language to take the r-faces to be closed, so

that each r-face contains its lower-dimensional faces.

Lemma 5. // h0 is a simple hyperplane in an arrangement cf and Fr is an r-face,

0 < r < d — 1, in cf\h0, then there are exactly two (r + 1)-faces of cf that meet h0 in

Fr, one on each side ofh0.

Proof. The r-flat U = aff Fr is the intersection with h0 of exactly d — r — 1

hyperplanes of <f\ {h0}, and those hyperplanes meet in an (r + l)-flat Lr+1 of cf.

Since Fr is an r-face of cf\Lr+1, there are two (r + l)-faces in £\Lr+l, one on each

side of h0 n Lr+1, that meet hQ in Fr. If F0r+1 were a third such (r + l)-face, then

aff F0r+1 = Lr+1 because h0 is simple. So F0r+l lies in cf \Lr+1 and on one side or the

other of h0 n Lr+1. Thus F0r+1 is one of the two (r + 1)-faces already found.

It will be convenient to call these two (r + l)-faces the parents of the given r-face

Fr. Note that they lie in precisely the same hyperplanes of cf\ {h0} as does Fr, and

they lie on the same side of each of the remaining hyperplanes of cf\ {h0} as does

Fr. Their union is an (r + l)-face of cf\ {h0}.

We say that a hyperplane h is close to a simple hyperplane h 0 of an arrangement £

when (a) h is different from and parallel to h0, (h) h is simple in £ U {h}, and (c) the

open slab (h0, h) between h0 and h contains no points of intersection of £.

Lemma 6 (Slicing lemma). Let Fr, where 0 < r < d, be an r-face of an arrange-

ment £, and suppose that h0is a simple hyperplane of £ that meets but does not contain

Fr (so that h0 O relint Fr = 0). Let h be a hyperplane that is close to h0 and on the

same side of h0 as relint Fr, and let h+, h~ be the two (closed) half spaces with edge h.

Then h meets relint Fr, and Fr C\ h+ and F" C\ h~ are both r-faces of the arrangement

£u {h}.

Proof. If Fr is unbounded in the direction normal to h0, then h surely meets

relint Fr. Otherwise, let t be the distance between h0 and h and S the set of points of

Fr at maximum distance t0 from h0. By way of contradiction, suppose that f0 < t.

The set S is an s-face of Fr, and 0 < s < r because the half-closed slab (h0, h] =

(h0, h) U h contains no points of intersection of £. According to Lemma 4, the

induced arrangement £ | af f S is nondegenerate, so there are hyperplanes h„ 1 < i < s,
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in £, so that C\{h: n aff S: 1 < /' < s) is a point. But affS is the intersection of

d — s hyperplanes h„ s + 1 < i < d, in £. Consequently fl{ hf. 1 < ;' < d} is a point

of £ that lies in the slab (h0, h], a contradiction. So f0 > f, and again h surely meets

relint Fr.

The slicing lemma says that when a new hyperplane hx is inserted close to a simple

hyperplane h0 in an arrangement tf, the new faces one expects to find are actually

formed. The following lemma makes precise the intuition that £\hx and £\h0 must

be nearly the same when /i, is close to h0.

Lemma 7. If a hyperplane hx is close to a simple hyperplane hQ in an arrangement £.

there exists an incidence-preserving bijection 6 of the faces of£\h0 to the faces of £\hx

that is canonical in the following sense: if Fr is an r-face of£\h0, then O(F') is an

r-face of£\hx, and for each hyperplane hof£\{h(),hx} either Fr andd(F') lie on the

same side of h or they both lie in h. Moreover, 6{Fr) is bounded precisely when Fr is

bounded.

Proof. If Fr is a given r-face in £\h0, let Fr+X be the parent (r + l)-face that lies

on the same side of h0 as hx. Then hx meets relint Fr+ \ and we take d(F') to be the

r-face hx n Fr+l. It is easy to verify that 8 has the properties announced except

possibly the last. In particular, it follows that if h is close to h0, then the

arrangements £\h and £\h0 axe combinatorially equivalent (see Grunbaum [5, p.

394], or Zaslavsky [10, p. 2]). Since if hQ and hx have equations (x, u) = a„ and

(x, u) = a,, respectively, the hyperplane h, with equation (x, u) = tcx0 + (1 — t)ax

is close to h0 for each t in (0,1], it follows from what has already been proved that

£\hj is combinatorially equivalent to £\h0 for each f in [0,1]. Consequently the

arrangements £\h0 and £\hx axe isotopic, i.e., one can be deformed continuously

into the other within their combinatorial equivalence class (the interpolating

arrangements £\h, give the isotopy). It follows immediately that 6(Fr) is bounded

precisely when Fr is.

We call 6 the canonical isomorphism of £\h{,to£\hx.

5. The anatomy of a plaid. A plaid &>d(n) can be generated by adding n,— 1

hyperplanes, which we call i-laminae, parallel to each hyperplane /i, in a generic

frame Jr= {/i,: 1 < / < s}, taking care to keep the arrangement simple. In this

section we study the anatomy of a plaid to prepare for the geometric derivation of

the increment formulas in §6.

It follows from the sweep argument (cf. Alexanderson and Wetzel [1,2]) or from

Theorems A and C of Zaslavsky [10] that the /-laminae can be translated as desired

without changing the face counts as long as the final arrangement is again simple. In

particular, we may, and do, assume that the /-laminae all lie on the same side of the

frame hyperplane ht. Write hiX = /i,, and name the /-laminae hlf, 2 <y < «,, in

order from h,. By further translations, if needed, we arrange for htj to be close to

hj j_x (in the sense of §4) in &>J(n) for each i andj with 1 sj / sg s and 2 ^7'^ «,.

When these conditions are satisfied, we call the plaid narrow. For the remainder of

this section, we assume that & = 0"i(n) is a given narrow plaid with Steiner data n.
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To facilitate the geometric description, we introduce the " signature" of an r-face.

For each frame hyperplane ht, let hf be the half space with face /i, that contains the

i-laminae, and let hj be the opposite halfspace; if «, = 1, the selection of /i,+ can be

made arbitrarily. For 1 <j< «,, label the halfspaces hfj and hjj in such a way that

hj c hjj. Note that then hfk c hfj when 1 <y < k < «,.

The signature e = e(Fr) of an r-face of 0* is the s-vector (b,: 1 < i < s) of

nj-vectors b, = (e, : 1 <_/' < «,), where

/   1     if relint Frc /j+,

e0 = /   0    if relint Frc htj,

\-l     ifxehnt Fr Qh]j.

We call the n,-vector b, a block of e, a zero block when e,y = 0 for some j, a

sign-change block when there is an index j with 1 <y < n, — 1 so that e,-. = 1 and

e,y + 1 = -1, and a constant block when e,y = e,, for each j with 1 <y < «,. Finally,

we write z(e) for the total number of zero entries in e.

Lemma 8. Let e be the signature of an r-face Fr in 0. Then

(a) z(z) = d — r.

(b) The entries in each block b, oft are decreasing: e,  > eik when 1 < j < Ac < «,.

(c) isac/i fe/ocrc o/e /ia^ at most one zero.

(d)

Fr = n *y n n *j n n *ry.
•y-0 Ey=l 6y = -l

Proof. The assertions are all immediate consequences of the definition of a plaid

and the indexing scheme.

Although every r-face of 0> has a signature, not every s-vector of blocks of O's, l's,

and -l's is the signature of an r-face, even if conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 8

are met, because the intersection in (d) might be void. The following two lemmas

guarantee the realizability of certain modifications of realizable signatures.

Lemma 9. Suppose £P contains an r-face Fr with signature e, and 1 < k < s. If the

s-vector i is obtained from e by substituting for the kth block hk of e the block

\>k = {ekj: 1 <y < nk) described in each instance below, then SPcontains an r-face Fr

having signature e, and Fr and Fr are both bounded or both unbounded.

(a) (Right zero-shift) Ifekm = 0 for some m with 1 ^ m ^ nk — 1, let

I   1    fori <y < m,

ekJ = I   0    forj = m + 1,

(-1    form + 1 <j < nk.

(b) (Left zero-shift) Ifekm = 0/or some m with 2 < m < nk, let

(   1    for 1 <t^ m - 2,

lkJ = I   0    forj = m - 1,

(-1     for m - 1 <j < nk.
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(c) (Right sign-change shift) If ekm = 1 and ekm+x = -1 for some m with

1 < m < nk — 2, let

_ j   1    for 1 < j < m + 1,

kJ      \ -1     for m + 1 < j < nk.

(d) (Left sign-change shift) If ekm = 1  and ek m + x = -1 for some m  with

2 < m < wA — 1, let

j   1    for 1 < j < m — 1,

*7     \ -1    /orw — 1 <j < nfc.

Proof. We argue (a) and (c); the proofs of (b) and (d) are similar. In (a), the given

r-face Fr lies in @\hkm, and since hkm+x is close to hkm in @>, it follows from Lemma

7 that the r-face 0(Fr) in &>\hk m+x (where 0 is the canonical isomorphism from

@>\hkm toSP\hk m+x) has signatures and is bounded precisely when F'is bounded.

We turn to (c). In the arrangement 0>\ {hk:m +,}, let F0r be the parent r-face of the

(r - l)-face Fr n hkm that lies in hkm. Then F0r n Afc>m+2 * 0, and relint F0r c

(hkm, hk m + 2). It follows that /iA:,m + i meets relint Fr/, and the r-face Fr = F0r n

^k.m+i in ^has signature e. If Fr is bounded, then Fr n A^ is bounded; and since

any hyperplane h in (/»*„,, hk m + 2] is close to /jkm in &\ {hkm+x}, it follows from

Lemma 7 that ri n F0r is bounded. Thus F0r is itself bounded, and so Fr c F0r is also

bounded. The same reasoning from Fr back to Fr establishes the converse.

Lemma 10. For 0 < r < d - 1 and 1 < k < j, // ^ contains an r-face Fr with

signature e having a block bk with a leading zero, and ifz is formed from e by replacing

bk by the nk-vector hk in which the leading zero is replaced by 1, then 8P contains an

(r + l)-face Fr+1 with signature I; and conversely. If Fr+1 is bounded, so is F', and if

Fr is bounded and nk > 1, then Fr+l is also bounded.

Proof. The parent (r + l)-face Fr+1 of Fr that lies in hkx has the same signature

as Fr except that b^ is replaced by b^. Conversely, if bA = (1,-1,...,-1), then Fr+1

meets hkX in an ^-face Fs for some s, and s = r because hkX is simple. The r-face Fr

plainly has signature e.

If Fr+l is bounded, so is Fr because it is a facet of F+1. Conversely, if Fr is

bounded and nk > 1, it follows from Lemma 7 that h n Fr+1 is bounded for every

hyperplane h in (hkX, hk2], and so Fr+l is bounded.

Finally, we need to associate the r-faces that are formed by the frame ^"of the

plaid with certain r-faces that are formed by the plaid. To simplify the notation we

shorten (eiX) to elX, and we use the subscript "/ " to refer to the frame.

Lemma 11. If£/= (eiX: 1 < i < s) is the (frame) signature of an r-face Ff formed

by the frame &of' 3P and if blocks b, of length nj are defined by

((1,1,...,1) ifen = l,

(10) b,=    (0,-1,...,-l>       if eiX = 0,

i <-!,-!,. ..,-!>     ifelX = -l,
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then there is an r-face Fr c Ff of'9*with signature e = (b,: 1 < /' < s). Conversely, if

an r-face Fr of 9}has signature z in which every zero-block has a leading zero and every

other block is constant, then zf = (e(1: 1 < i < s) is the (frame) signature of an r-face

FI such that Fr c Ff. The r-faces Fr and Ff are both bounded or both unbounded.

Proof. Suppose Ff is an r-face of J^with (frame) signature zf = (e;1: 1 < i < s).

If £,, = 0 or e,, = -1, completing e,, to the full block b, given by (10) obviously has

no effect on Ff, because then the /-laminae do not meet Ff. In other words, Ff is an

r-face of the plaid
s

9>0 = &U    U   «<
; = 1

with signature e = (t>,: 1 < i < s), where b, = b, as given by (10) if e(1 ¥= 1 and

b, = 1 if efl = 1. Suppose now that e,, = 1. Since h,f -+1 is close to h,j for eachy with

1 <_/ < nt — 1, it follows iteratively from the slicing lemma that Ff = hf n n Ff is

an r-face of 9>Q U tt, with signature e, equal to e except that b, = 1 is replaced by b, as

given by (10). Inserting each family w, with zjX = 1 completes the construction of the

r-face Frof&, and it is obvious that Fr c Ff.

Conversely, suppose Fr is an r-face of 9* with signature e in which every

zero-block has a leading zero and every other block is constant. Then

0 *Fr=  p| htJn D h+n   f| hjj
£,y = 0 ey = l ey = -l

£  fl ha n  n *n n   f] h~x = Ff
l-l 1=1 1=1

'n~° £.i = 1 f,i = -1

is the r-face of J5" having the desired (frame) signature. It remains to show that if Ff

is unbounded, then Fr must also be unbounded. Let /i, be a hyperplane of J^so that

the facet Ff C\ ht of Ff is unbounded. If eiX # 1, then Ff n /i, is also a facet of Fr,

and so Fr is unbounded. If en = 1, the slicing lemma implies that Fr n h,„ is an

unbounded facet of Fr, which consequently must be unbounded.

6. The increment formula. In this section we apply the geometric results of the

previous section to count the r-faces formed by a plaid 9"i(n). The formula involves

sums of products of certain counting functions of s with certain symmetric functions

of the variables nx, n2,.. .,ns. We begin by defining these symmetric functions.

Let x and y be fixed integers with 0 < x < y «s s, let S = (1,2,... ,s}, let Q be a

(variable) ^-element subset of S, and let P be a (variable) x-element subset of Q. The

symmetric functions we need are these:

(ii) r/(n)= E   E I~K n (»,-i).
ges pee />G/>    ieQ\P
\Q\-y\P\-x

In particular, T,^(n) = ay-(n), and

<(")= e n(»f-i).
ess <?G(?
iei=v
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Theorem 12 (Increment formula). For each r with 0 < r ^ d, a plaid 9d(n) with

Steiner data n partitions E d into

(12) <Pv(^(n))=  L Gf~k(s - k)r0k(n)
k = 0

+       I      Gd:kHs-k)rlr(n)
k=d-r+l

r-faces.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the given plaid 9> is

narrow. The r-faces formed by 9 fall naturally into two classes by signature. In class

A we put those r-faces in whose signature every nonzero block is constant, and in

class B we collect all the remaining r-faces. The r-faces in class A are generated by

zero-shifting from the frame, while those in class B are produced by both zero-shift-

ing and sign-change shifting. We count the two classes separately.

An r-face of class A is generated from the frame by zero-shifting in, say, k blocks,

so we suppose that 0 < k < d — r. For each Ac-element subset Q of S = {1,2,... ,5},

let ^q = (ii^Gf: q czz Q). Because the frame is generic, the (d - Ac)-flat Ld'k =

\\^q) is cut by the remaining s — k frame hyperplanes in a generic (d - k)-

arrangement ($\.<FQ)\Ld-k, which forms Grd~k(s - Ac) r-faces. (When Ac = 0, Ld =

Ed and &\Ld = &;  when r=0  and  Ac = d,  Ld~k  is  a point  and  G$(s - d)

= !•)

Each such r-face Ff has (frame) signature of the form zf = (e,,: 1 < / < s), where

d — r of the entries are zero, including eqX for each q in Q. It is associated by Lemma

11 with an r-face Fr of 9 with signature e = (b,-: 1 < i < s) whose blocks are given

by (10), and in particular hq has a leading zero for each q in Q. Note that Fr is of

class A.

According to Lemma 9(a), we can identify new r-faces of 9 by zero-shifting to the

right. Moving the zero in hg locates nq — 1 new r-faces of 9>, so altogether we have

identified

(13) Gf-k(s-k)Y\(nq-l)
qeQ

r-faces, all of class A, that are associated with Q. Summing over all the Ac-element

subsets Q of 5 and then summing on Ac counts

(14) ZG?-k(s - Ac)   E    n («, - 1) = ZGf-k(s - k)rk(n)
k = 0 QcS <7G£? k = 0

\Q\ = k

r-faces of class A in 9. These r-faces are different because they plainly have different

signatures.

Next we show that (14) counts all of the r-faces of class A. Let Fr be such an

r-face with signature e = (b,: 1 < / < s), let Q be the set of indices i so that b, is a

zero-block but the zero in b, is not a leading zero, and let |f2| = Ac. Plainly

0 < Ac < z(z) = d - r. Zero-shifting the zero to the left in each block b^ for q in Q,
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we see from Lemma 9(b) that 9 has an r-face Fr with signature e = (b,: 1 < i < s),

where

Jb, if i£Q,
b'= \(0,-l,...,-l>     if/eg.

According to Lemma 11 there is an associated r-face Ff formed by the frame that

has (frame) signature zf= (eiX: 1 < i < s), where ea is the leading term of b,.

Clearly the given r-face Fr arises from the frame r-face Ff by the process described

above, and so it is counted in (13) and hence in (14). Thus (14) enumerates all the

r-faces of 9 of class A.

The r-faces of class B are a little more difficult to describe. Suppose that

d - r + 1 < Ac < d. For each Ac-element subset Q of S let &Q = {hq e J5": q e Q).

Then, as before, the (d - Ac)-flat Ld~k = \\9^Q) is cut by the remainings - Ac frame

hyperplanes in a generic (d - Ac)-arrangement (lW\FQ)\Ld~k, which forms

Gfl^s - Ac) (d~ k)-faces.

Each such (d — k)-face F,d~k has (frame) signature of the form zf = (e;1: 1 < / <

s), where eqX = 0 for each q in Q. It is associated by Lemma 11 with a (d — k)-face

p<i-k 0f ^awjth signature e = (b,: 1 < i < s) whose blocks are given by (10), and in

particular b^ has a leading zero for each q in Q.

Let P be a (variable) (d — r)-element subset of Q. For each q in Q \ P we replace

the block bq = (0,-1,...,-1) of e by bq = (1,-1,.. .,-1), as in Lemma 10, to

identify an r-face Fr in 9 whose dimension is r because (d — k) + (k — d + r) = r

and whose signature e has a leading zero in each block bp for p in P and a leading

sign-change in each block bq for q in Q\P (if nq = 1, then bq = (1)). Since

Ac > d - r, \Q \ P\ > 1, and Fr is an r-face of class B.

According to Lemma 9(a), (c) we can identify new r-faces of 9 by zero-shifting

and sign-change shifting to the right. The zero in a block bp for p in P can occupy

any one of np places, and a sign-change in bq for q in Q \ P can occupy any one of

n   — 1 places, so altogether we have identified

(15) Gd:k(s-k)Y\np    n    K-l)
peP      qeQ\P

r-faces, all of class B, that are associated with P and Q. Summing first over the

(d — r)-element subsets P of Q, then over the Ac-element subsets Q of S, and finally

over Ac counts

E   Gdzk(s-k) E    E   EK n K-i)
k = d-r+\ QQS     PQQ    p^p      q^Q\p

(16) \Q\-k\P\-d-r

=      L      Gd:k(s-k)rk_r(n)

k=d-r+\

r-faces of class B in 9. They are all different because they have different signatures.

It remains only to show that (16) counts all of the r-faces of 9 of class B. Let Fr

be such an r-face with signature e = (b,: 1 < / < s); let P be the set of indices i in S

so that b, is a zero-block, then |P| = d — r; let R be the set of indices / in S so that b,
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is a sign-change block; and let Q = P U R, then \Q\ = k > d - r. Shifting all the

zeros and sign-changes in e to the left, we see from Lemma 9(b), (d) that there is an

r-face F" in 9> with signature e = (b,: 1 ^ i < s), where

((0,-1,...,-1)    lf/eF,

b, = / (l,-l,...,-l)    if/G/v,

[bj   ifieS\fi.

According to Lemma 10 there is a (d - k)-face Fd~k in ^>in whose signature every

zero-block has a leading zero and every other block b, is b, (and so is constant). That

(d — Ac)-face Fd~k corresponds to a (d - Ac)-face Ff~k formed by the frame, by the

process of Lemma 11.

Now plainly the original r-face Fr is included among those class B r-faces that

arise from the frame (d — k)-face Ff~k by the process described above, and so it is

counted in (15) and hence in (16). Thus (16) enumerates all the r-faces of ^of class

B.

Every r-face of 9 being of class A or class B, the formula of the theorem follows.

In the case of a skew plaidyd(m), the functions r/(n), given by (11), specialize as

follows:

'(*»-i)(iZl)+(J) *>-*.
tf"1'1--1>-    <m-l)(V)    if' = * + 1'

(o    ify > x + 2.

Then the increment formula (12) for Ifd(m) becomes

(17) <Pr(y(m)) = Gf(s)+(m - l)G?-\s - 1)

+ (m-l)[sd-_\)Grr:x\s-d+r-l).

Equating (17) with (6) gives the following curious identity, which, however, is not

difficult to prove directly:

Gf~l(s - i) +(sd-_lr)G;:1(s - d + r- 1)

-i_/i/-Xs-)-

7. Algebraic arguments. The derivation of the increment formula (12) presented

above is entirely geometric. In this section we sketch an ex post facto algebraic

reduction of the right side of (12) to the right side of (3).

We begin by expressing r/(n) in terms of the elementary symmetric functions

o,(n).

Lemma 13. For 0 < x < y < s,

as) ^)-f;(-ir(j[)(j:j)#
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Proof. Expanding the innermost product in the definition (11) and reordering the

sums, we see successively that

T/w- e e iWe e (-iy-x-2 n n,
QQS  PQQ P^P       z = 0 RciQ\P '<bR

\Q\=y\P\ = * 1*1-*

-Z(-iy-'-' e e   i   n «,
z = 0 gcS  peg Rce\I"e''u'i

iei=v ipi=* iri-*

= zT(-i)'—* E    E    n «,    E    i
2 = 0 PCS RQS\P 'efu«      PuRcQaS

\P\~x   ]R\ = z \Q\ = y

= zi-vv-x-z(y-xx-z) e  n», E 1
z=o res   ier    pct

\T\ = x+y \P\~x

.'f(-l)'W-(« + «))(x + J-)     w,
z = 0 U-(* + *)/V      *      7

which is (18).

To give a geometric interpretation, we call a plaid a gr/d if 5 = d, so a grid is the

simplest possible plaid in the sense that it has only as many parallel families as are

needed to make the arrangement nondegenerate. The bounded figure formed by a

grid is a (possibly degenerate) parallelotope that is dissected by hyperplanes parallel

to its facets.

Corollary 14. For each r, 0 < r < d, a grid in Ed with Steiner data n forms

rf_r(n) bounded r-cells.

This follows immediately from (18) and (2).

In the algebraic reduction of (12) to (3) we shall need the following elementary

combinatorial identity (Gould [4, formula 3.119]): For any nonnegative integers a

and b,

(19) E(-D*(*)(2)-(-!)*«.*.
k =a

We turn now to that reduction. The right side R of (12),

R =  LGrd-k(s ~ k)rk(n) +      f      Gdd~_k(s - k)rk_r(n),
k-0 k=d-r+l

in which (from (4)),

GHn)-(Jlr)£rf-(-«i+'-),
1 = 0 v ;

can be written, using (18), in the form R = Ey_0a a,(n), where for 0 < j < d - r - 1,
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and for d — r < j < d,

The inner sum in (20) is equal to

x=s-d+r

according to (19), so that ay = 0 for 0 <j^ d — r. Reversing the order of summa-

tion in (21) leads to

H*Ut™>'1r-*)(;:i)-
It follows from (19) that the inner sum is different from zero only when / = j, and

then its value is one. So for d - r < j < d, a- = T)d~J(dir). Consequently, R is equal

to the right side of (3), as claimed.

8. Zaslavsky's formula. In June 1978, prompted by a preprint of an early version

of this paper, Zaslavsky sent the second author an ingenious generating function

argument that yields a face-count formula for a plaid superficially similar to the

increment formula (12). We include Zaslavsky's formula here with his kind permis-

sion.

In stating the formula we continue the convention set earlier that Gd(n) = 0 when

0 < r < d is false. Zaslavsky showed that

(22) <Pr(9d(n)) = f | E [kj)Gf-jk(s - *)W(n).

This formula seems not to be an easy consequence of the increment formula (12)

because the underlying geometric considerations are quite different, but it is not

difficult to deduce it algebraically from (3).

We begin by expressing (3) in terms of the ^(n). According to (18), for each Ac

with 0 «g k < s,

s'M-L <-i)-'(;:{),w.

It follows from a well-known inverse pair (Riordan [7, formula 4a on p. 45]) that for

eachj with 0 <y < s,

Consequently, (3) can be written in the form

a formula that is of some interest in its own right.
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To prove Zaslavsky's formula (22) we reduce it to (23). Substituting (3) for

G?Sjk(s — Ac) into the coefficient of ^(n) in (22) and reversing the order of

summation leads to

- i <*iL--\h-r)
m = d—r

by the Vandermonde convolution formula (Gould [4, formula 3.1]). Thus (22) is

transformed into (23).
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